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Networks are so complex it’s hard to 
know they’re doing the right thing. 

Let’s automate.





Outline for Today
Networking background 

Data-plane verification 
• One-shot 
• Real-time incremental 

Configuration verification 
• Simulation- and Emulation-based 

• Formal Analysis 

Scaling network verification 

Research landscape & directions 

Network verification in the real world



NETWORKING 
BACKGROUND



Inside a typical enterprise network

Source: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Medium_Enterprise_Design_Profile/MEDP/chap5.html



Inside a typical enterprise data center

Source: http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/td/docs/solutions/Enterprise/Security/SAFE_RG/SAFE_rg/chap4.html



Configs use many protocols & features

List of protocols commonly encountered by CCNAs 
https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/docs/DOC-25649

Layer 1 protocols (physical layer)  
USB Physical layer  
Ethernet physical layer including 10 BASE T, 100 BASE T,100 BASE TX,100 BASE FX, 1000 BASE T and other variants  
varieties of 802.11 Wi-Fi physical layers  
DSL  
ISDN  
T1 and other T-carrier links  
E1 and other E-carrier links  
Bluetooth physical layer 
 
Layer 2 protocols (Data Link Layer)  



Configs use many protocols & features

version 12.4 

service timestamps debug datetime msec 

service timestamps log datetime msec 

no service password-encryption 

! 
hostname PrimaryR1 

! 
boot-start-marker 

boot-end-marker 

! 
! 
no aaa new-model 

! 
! 
ip cef 

! 
interface Loopback100 

no ip address 

! 
interface GigabitEthernet0/1 

description LAN port 

ip address 64.X.X.1 255.255.255.224 

ip nat inside 

ip virtual-reassembly 

duplex auto 

speed auto 

media-type rj45 

no negotiation auto 

standby 1 ip 64.X.X.5 

standby 1 priority 105 

standby 1 preempt delay minimum 60 

standby 1 track Serial3/0 

!

interface GigabitEthernet0/2 

description conn to Backup Lightpath 

ip address 65.X.X.66 255.255.255.240 

ip nat outside 

ip virtual-reassembly 

duplex full 

speed 100 

media-type rj45 

no negotiation auto 

! 
interface GigabitEthernet0/3 

description LAN handoff from P2P to Denver 

ip address 10.30.0.1 255.254.0.0 

duplex auto 

speed auto 

media-type rj45 

no negotiation auto 

! 
interface Serial1/0 

description p-2-p to Denver DC 

ip address 10.10.10.1 255.255.255.252 

dsu bandwidth 44210 

framing c-bit 

cablelength 10 

clock source internal 

serial restart-delay 0 

! 
interface Serial3/0 

description DS3 XO WAN interface 

ip address 65.X.X.254 255.255.255.252 

ip access-group 150 in 

encapsulation ppp 

dsu bandwidth 44210 

framing c-bit 

cablelength 10 

serial restart-delay 0 

!

router bgp 16XX 

no synchronization 

bgp log-neighbor-changes 

network 64.X.X.0 mask 255.255.255.224 

network 64.X.X.2 

aggregate-address 64.X.X.0 255.255.255.0 summary-only 

neighbor 64.X.X.2 remote-as 16XX 

neighbor 64.X.X.2 next-hop-self 

neighbor 65.X.1X.253 remote-as 2828 

neighbor 65.X.X.253 route-map setLocalpref in 

neighbor 65.X.X.253 route-map localonly out 

no auto-summary 

! 
no ip http server 

! 
ip as-path access-list 10 permit ^$ 

ip nat inside source list 101 interface GigabitEthernet0/2 overload 

! 
access-list 101 permit ip any any 

access-list 150 permit ip any any 

! 
route-map setLocalpref permit 10 

set local-preference 200 

! 
route-map localonly permit 10 

match as-path 10 

! 
control-plane 

! 
gatekeeper 

shutdown 

! 
! 
end

Example basic BGP+HSRP config from 
https://www.myriadsupply.com/blog/?p=259



Distributed route computation

device software

device software

device software

device software

device softwaredevice software

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols
protocols



Routing Example - Shortest Paths

Use shortest 
path routing. 
Cost of each 

local link is 10. 

Use shortest path 
routing. 

Cost of each local 
link is 10.  

10.0.20.0/24 is 
attached here

Use shortest 
path routing. 
Cost of each 

local link is 10. 

Use shortest 
path routing. 
Cost of each 

local link is 10. 

A B

C

D



Routing Example - Forwarding

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

10.0.2.5 | Data10.0.2.4 | Data A B

C

D

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24



Access Control

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

A B

C

D

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if tcp dst != 80 drop
if tcp dst != 80 drop

if tcp dst != 80 drop

Allow only HTTP 



if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

A B

C

D

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if tcp dst != 80 drop
if tcp dst != 80 drop

if tcp dst != 80 drop

Network Correctness (a.k.a Intent)
Intent Checklist 

All packets should follow 
the shortest paths 

There should not be any 
loops  

There should be multiple 
paths between A and D 

HTTP Packets in the subnet 
10.0.2.0/24 should reach D 

External networks attached 
to A should be isolated 
from D except via HTTP



Networks are complex

89%
of operators never sure 
that config changes are 
bug-free 82%

concerned that changes would 
cause problems with existing 
functionality

– Survey of network operators
[Kim, Reich, Gupta, Shahbaz, Feamster, Clark,

USENIX NSDI 2015]



Ensuring correct operations today

Manual spot-checking (pings, traceroutes) 

Monitoring of events & flows

Screenshot from Scrutinizer
NetFlow & sFlow analyzer, 

snmp.co.uk/scrutinizer/

http://snmp.co.uk/scrutinizer/


Network Verification

The process of proving whether an 
abstraction of the network satisfies 

the network-wide intent.

Configuration

Control software

Data plane state

Packet processing

Configuration verification

Controller verification & verifiable control languages

Data plane verification

Software switch verification, Formal P4 semantics



DATA PLANE 
VERIFICATION



Configuration verification

device software

device software

device software

device software

device softwaredevice software

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols
protocols

Input

Predicted



Data plane verification

data plane state Input

Predicted

Verify the network 
as close as possible 
to its actual behavior



Data plane verification

data plane state Input

Predicted

Verify the network 
as close as 

possible to its 
actual behavior

• Insensitive to control 
protocols  

• Accurate model 

• Checks current snapshot



Need for accuracy

78 bugs sampled randomly from Bugzilla repository of 

Quagga (open source software router) 

67 could cause data plane effect 
• Under heavy load, Quagga 0.96.5 fails to update Linux kernel’s 

routing tables 
• In Quagga 0.99.5, a BGP session could remain active after it has been 

shut down 

11 would not affect data plane 
• Mgmt. terminal hangs in Quagga 0.96.4 on “show ip bgp”



Need for accuracy

2-year study of O(100) incidents in Microsoft Azure cloud 

Example software bug 
• “a vendor changed the format of ACLs in the new release, but 

neglected to document the change clearly. As a result, the old 
configuration files were processed incorrectly by switches running 
the new firmware.”

CrystalNet: Faithfully Emulating Large Production Networks SOSP ’17, Oct 2017, Shanghai, China

Root Cause Proportion Examples CrystalNet Coverage Verification Coverage
Software Bugs 36% bugs in routers, middleboxes, management tools X X
Config. Bugs 27% wrong ACL policies, traffic black holes, route leaking X X
Human Errors 6% mis-typing, unexpected design flaws X X

Hardware Failures 29% ASIC driver failures, silent packet drops, fiber cuts, power failures X X
Unidentified 2% transient failures X X

Table 1: Root causes of O(100) significant and customer-impacting incidents in our network (2015 - 2017).

Figure 1: Traffic load imbalance caused by vendor specific be-
haviors in IP aggregation.

clearly. As a result, the old configuration files were processed
incorrectly by switches running the new firmware.

Devices often exhibit vendor-dependent behavior in the
implementation of otherwise standard protocols/features, e.g.,
how to select BGP paths for aggregated IP prefixes, or how
to process routes after FIB is full, etc. Such corner cases are
often not well documented. For example, Figure 1 shows a
simplified version of a problem we saw in production. IP
prefixes P1 and P2 belong to router R1 with AS number “1”.
When higher layer routers R6 and R7 get the announcements
of these two prefixes, they want to aggregate them into a
single one (P3). However, R6 and R7 are from different
vendors, and they have different behaviors to select the AS
path of P3: R6 learns different paths for P1 and P2 from R2
(with AS path {2, 1}) and R3 (with AS path {3, 1}) and it
selects one of them and appends its own AS number before
announcing P3 to R8 ({6, 2, 1} in this example); R7 faces
a similar situation, but it does not select any paths and only
puts its AS number as the AS path in the announcement of
P3 to R8. As a result, R8 always prefers to send packets for
P3 to R7 because it thinks R7 has a lower cost, causing sever
traffic imbalance.

Sometimes, different system components that perform cor-
rectly in individual capacity, do not interact well, especially
after a change. For instance, a software load balancer owned
a /16 IP prefix. However, it was asked to release some IP
blocks in the prefix and give them to other load balancers. It
then broke the /16 IP prefixes into 256 ⇥ /24 IP blocks and
announced the blocks (about 100) that it held. However, a

router connected to the load balancer was short of FIB space
and dropped many of these announcements, causing traffic
black holes.

Note that these errors escaped the fairly rigorous unit test-
ing done by our vendors as well as our own pre-certification
checks. While more rigorous unit testing is always helpful,
it is impossible to cover the vast range of possible inputs
and conditions that occur in production environment. Full-
fledged integration testing would be impractically resource
intensive – unless one used a high fidelity emulator like Crys-

talNet . We do not claim that CrystalNet can uncover all bugs
– only that by letting operators test router firmwares, tools and
planned changes in a high-fidelity emulation would reduce
the possibility of such bugs impacting production networks.

We note once again that network verification systems [11–
13, 15, 23, 30] cannot account for the impact of such bugs,
since they rely on analyzing configurations, and assume ideal,
bug-free behavior from network components. One may think
that the systems can be updated to model the bugs – but many
of the bugs are “unknown” until they manifest themselves
in production networks.1 Moreover, such systems are even
less effective when the network has components like soft-
ware load balancers, whose behavior is “baked” into custom
software, rather than driven by configurations and governed
by standards. One can never fully and accurately model the
behavior of such components.
Configuration bugs: Network configurations are not just
for controlling behavior of routing protocols – their design
must also account for issues like forwarding table capacity,
CPU load of devices, IPv4 shortage and reuse, security and
access control, etc. Taken together, this makes our network
configuration policies quite complicated. As a result, 27%
of outages result from what can be termed as configuration
errors, such as missing or incorrect ACLs violate security,
overlapping IP assignments, incorrect AS number etc.

Our devices are initially configured automatically, using a
configuration generator similar to [9, 28]. Most of the inci-
dents in this category were triggered due to ad-hoc changes
to configurations during failure mitigation or planned updates.
By testing such changes with CrystalNet , the possibility of
such errors impacting production networks can be reduced.

1And they are typically fixed soon afterwards, so there is even less value in
modeling them.

601

(Configuration Verification)



Architecture

“Can any packet 
starting at A reach B?”

Verifier

Diagnosis



Digression into complexity theory

Given only IP longest-prefix match forwarding rules, how 
hard is it to compute whether A can reach B? 

• (a) Polynomial time 
• (b) NP-complete 
• (c ) Undecidable 

…if we also allow arbitrary bitmask (“drop if bit 7 = 0”)? 
• NP-complete 

…if we also allow stateful devices (e.g. firewall remembering 
connection establishment)? 

• Undecidable in general 
• EXPSPACE-complete with reasonable assumptions 
• Easier with additional assumptions

Some complexity results for stateful network verification 
Velner, Alpernas, Panda, Rabinovich, Sagiv, Shenker, Shoham TACACS 2016



A-to-B query with bitmask

(x4 _ x7 _ x̄1) ^ (. . .) ^ (. . .) ^ (. . .)

x[4] = 1

x[7] = 1

x[1] = 0

A B

Packet: x[0] x[1] x[2] … x[n]

NP-complete!



Anteater’s solution

Express data plane and invariants as SAT 
• ...up to some max # hops 
• Dynamic programming to deal with exponential number of paths 
• Model packet transformations with vector of packet “versions” & 

constraints across versions 

Check with off-the-shelf SAT solver (Boolector)

Debugging the Data Plane with AnteaterMai, Khurshid, Agarwal, 
Caesar, Godfrey, KingSIGCOMM 2011



Data plane as boolean functions

Define P(u, v) as the expression for packets 
traveling from u to v  
• A packet can flow over (u, v) if and only if it satisfies P(u, 

v)

u v

Destination Action

10.1.1.0/24 Fwd to v

P(u, v) = dst_ip ∈10.1.1.0/24



Reachability as SAT solving

Goal: reachability from u to w 

== 
C = (P(u, v) ∧ P(v,w)) is satisfiable

u v w

• SAT solver determines the satisfiability of C 

• Problem: exponentially many paths 

- Solution: Dynamic programming (a.k.a. loop 
unrolling)  

- Intermediate variables: “Can reach x in k hops?” 
- Similar to [Xie, Zhan, Maltz, Zhang, Greenberg, 

Hjalmtysson, Rexford, INFOCOM’05]



Packet transformation

Essential to model protocols like MPLS, QoS, NAT, 
etc.

•Model the history of packets: vector over time 
•Packet transformation ⇒ boolean constraints 
over adjacent packet versions

v wu

label = 5?
dst_ip ∈

0.1.1.0/24

(pi.dst ip 2 0.1.1.0/24) ^ (pi+1.label = 5)
pi+1 = f(pi)More generally:



Experiences with real network

Evaluated Anteater with operational network 
• ～178 routers supporting >70,000 machines 

• Predominantly OSPF, also uses BGP and static routing 
• 1,627 FIB entries per router (mean) 
• State collected using operator’s SNMP scripts 

Revealed 23 violations of 3 invariants in 2 hours

Loop Packet loss Consistency

  Being fixed 9 0 0

  Stale config. 0 13 1

Total alerts 9 17 2



Backbone

Forwarding loops

IDP was overloaded, 
operator introduced 
bypass 

Bypass routed campus 
traffic to IDP through static 
routes 

Introduced 9 loops …

building

IDP

bypass



Multiple policy violations found

u X u

u’

Admin. 
interface

12.34.56.0/24

Packet loss

• Blocking compromised 
machines at IP level 
• Stale configuration 2+ 

years old

Consistency

• One router exposed web 
admin interface in FIB 
• Different policy on 

private IP address range



REAL-TIME 
DATA PLANE 
VERIFICATION



Not so simple

Challenge #1: Obtaining real time view 

Challenge #2: Verify quickly



SDN: Control plane programmability

this section is to demonstrate a practical means for a
server to verify source provenance similar to the 3WH’s
guarantee, yet without introducing an RTT delay.

4.2 Verifying provenance without a handshake
Lifesaver leverages cryptographic proof to verify the

provenance of client requests without requiring an RTT
delay on every connection. First, the client handshakes
with a provenance verifier (PV) to obtain a prove-
nance certificate (PC). The PC corresponds to cryp-
tographic proof that the PV recently verified that the
client was reachable at a certain IP address. After ob-
taining this certificate once, the client can use it for
multiple requests to place cryptographic proof of prove-
nance in the request packet sent to servers, in a way
that avoids replay attacks.

4.2.1 Choosing a Provenance Verifier
The PV may be any party trusted by the server. We

envision two common use cases.
First, the PV may simply be the web server itself, or a

PV run by its domain at a known location (pv.xyz.com).
The first time a client contacts a domain, it obtains
a PC from the PV prior to initiating the application-
level request to the server; thereafter, it can contact
the server directly. Thus, the first connection takes two
RTTs (as in TCP), and subsequent connections require
a single RTT. This will be highly e�ective for domains
that attract the same user frequently, such as popular
web sites or content distribution networks.

Second, trusted third parties could run a PV service.
The advantage is that a client can avoid paying an RTT
delay for each new server or domain. The disadvantage
is that servers need to trust a third party. But this is
not unprecedented: certificate authorities and the root
DNS servers are examples in today’s Internet.

The above two solutions, and multiple di�erent trusted
third parties, can exist in parallel. If the client uses a
PV the server does not trust, it can fall back to a 3WH
and handshake with an appropriate PV for future re-
quests.

4.2.2 Obtaining a Provenance Certificate
The protocol by which a client obtains a PC is shown

in Figure 4. Before the process begins, the client and PV
have each generated a public/private key pair (Kc

pub/K
c
priv

andKpv
pub/K

pv
priv respectively) using a cryptosystem such

as RSA. The client then sends a request to the PV of
the form

{Kc
pub, dc}

where dc is the duration for which the client requests
that the PC be valid. The PV replies with the PC:

PC = {Kc
pub, ac, t, d}Kpv

priv
.

Here ac is the source address of the client, t is the time

Figure 4: Sending a request in Lifesaver: acquiring the

Provenance and Request Certificates and using them to es-

tablish a connection.

when the PC becomes valid, and d is the length of time
the PC will remain valid. The PV sets t to be the
current time, and sets d to the minimum of dc and the
PV’s internal maximum time, perhaps 1 day (see further
discussion in §4.4).

The obvious implementation of the above exchange
would use TCP, thus proving provenance via TCP’s
3WH. In our implementation, however, each message
is a single UDP message. This is su⇤cient to verify
provenance (§4.1.2) because while it doesn’t prove to
the PV that the client can receive messages at ac, the
client can only use the PC if it is able to receive it at ac.
The advantage of this design over TCP is that the PV
implementation is entirely stateless and, thus, is itself
less vulnerable to DoS attacks and more e⇤cient.

4.2.3 Sending a request
Once the client has a current PC for its present loca-

tion, it can contact a server using the Lifesaver protocol
and include the PC in its request in order to bypass the
3WH.

To do this, the client begins by constructing a re-
quest certificate (RC) encrypted with its private key:

RC = {hash(mnet,mtrans, data), treq}Kc
priv

.

Here hash is a secure hash function,mnet is the network-
layer metadata (source and destination IP address, pro-
tocol number), mtrans is the transport-layer metadata
for the connection (source and destination port, initial
sequence number), treq is the time the client sent the
request, and data is the application-level data (such as
an HTTP request). The RC makes it more di⇤cult for
adversaries to replay a connection request.

The client then opens a transport connection to the
server with a message of the form:

mnet,mtrans, PC,RC, data.

5

Logically centralized
controller

SDN
controller

app app

Thin, standard interface
to data plane
(e.g. OpenFlow)

Programmable 
Control Plane



Data Plane Verification Architecture

“Service S reachable 
only through firewall?”

Verifier

Diagnosis



VeriFlow architecture

this section is to demonstrate a practical means for a
server to verify source provenance similar to the 3WH’s
guarantee, yet without introducing an RTT delay.

4.2 Verifying provenance without a handshake
Lifesaver leverages cryptographic proof to verify the

provenance of client requests without requiring an RTT
delay on every connection. First, the client handshakes
with a provenance verifier (PV) to obtain a prove-
nance certificate (PC). The PC corresponds to cryp-
tographic proof that the PV recently verified that the
client was reachable at a certain IP address. After ob-
taining this certificate once, the client can use it for
multiple requests to place cryptographic proof of prove-
nance in the request packet sent to servers, in a way
that avoids replay attacks.

4.2.1 Choosing a Provenance Verifier
The PV may be any party trusted by the server. We

envision two common use cases.
First, the PV may simply be the web server itself, or a

PV run by its domain at a known location (pv.xyz.com).
The first time a client contacts a domain, it obtains
a PC from the PV prior to initiating the application-
level request to the server; thereafter, it can contact
the server directly. Thus, the first connection takes two
RTTs (as in TCP), and subsequent connections require
a single RTT. This will be highly e�ective for domains
that attract the same user frequently, such as popular
web sites or content distribution networks.

Second, trusted third parties could run a PV service.
The advantage is that a client can avoid paying an RTT
delay for each new server or domain. The disadvantage
is that servers need to trust a third party. But this is
not unprecedented: certificate authorities and the root
DNS servers are examples in today’s Internet.

The above two solutions, and multiple di�erent trusted
third parties, can exist in parallel. If the client uses a
PV the server does not trust, it can fall back to a 3WH
and handshake with an appropriate PV for future re-
quests.

4.2.2 Obtaining a Provenance Certificate
The protocol by which a client obtains a PC is shown

in Figure 4. Before the process begins, the client and PV
have each generated a public/private key pair (Kc

pub/K
c
priv

andKpv
pub/K

pv
priv respectively) using a cryptosystem such

as RSA. The client then sends a request to the PV of
the form

{Kc
pub, dc}

where dc is the duration for which the client requests
that the PC be valid. The PV replies with the PC:

PC = {Kc
pub, ac, t, d}Kpv

priv
.

Here ac is the source address of the client, t is the time

Figure 4: Sending a request in Lifesaver: acquiring the

Provenance and Request Certificates and using them to es-

tablish a connection.

when the PC becomes valid, and d is the length of time
the PC will remain valid. The PV sets t to be the
current time, and sets d to the minimum of dc and the
PV’s internal maximum time, perhaps 1 day (see further
discussion in §4.4).

The obvious implementation of the above exchange
would use TCP, thus proving provenance via TCP’s
3WH. In our implementation, however, each message
is a single UDP message. This is su⇤cient to verify
provenance (§4.1.2) because while it doesn’t prove to
the PV that the client can receive messages at ac, the
client can only use the PC if it is able to receive it at ac.
The advantage of this design over TCP is that the PV
implementation is entirely stateless and, thus, is itself
less vulnerable to DoS attacks and more e⇤cient.

4.2.3 Sending a request
Once the client has a current PC for its present loca-

tion, it can contact a server using the Lifesaver protocol
and include the PC in its request in order to bypass the
3WH.

To do this, the client begins by constructing a re-
quest certificate (RC) encrypted with its private key:

RC = {hash(mnet,mtrans, data), treq}Kc
priv

.

Here hash is a secure hash function,mnet is the network-
layer metadata (source and destination IP address, pro-
tocol number), mtrans is the transport-layer metadata
for the connection (source and destination port, initial
sequence number), treq is the time the client sent the
request, and data is the application-level data (such as
an HTTP request). The RC makes it more di⇤cult for
adversaries to replay a connection request.

The client then opens a transport connection to the
server with a message of the form:

mnet,mtrans, PC,RC, data.

5

Logically centralized
controller

SDN
controller

app app

Thin, standard interface
to data plane
(e.g. OpenFlow)

VeriFlow: Verifying Network-Wide 
Invariants in Real Time

Khurshid, Zou, Zhou, Caesar, Godfrey
HotSDN’12 best paper, NSDI’13



VeriFlow architecture

this section is to demonstrate a practical means for a
server to verify source provenance similar to the 3WH’s
guarantee, yet without introducing an RTT delay.

4.2 Verifying provenance without a handshake
Lifesaver leverages cryptographic proof to verify the

provenance of client requests without requiring an RTT
delay on every connection. First, the client handshakes
with a provenance verifier (PV) to obtain a prove-
nance certificate (PC). The PC corresponds to cryp-
tographic proof that the PV recently verified that the
client was reachable at a certain IP address. After ob-
taining this certificate once, the client can use it for
multiple requests to place cryptographic proof of prove-
nance in the request packet sent to servers, in a way
that avoids replay attacks.

4.2.1 Choosing a Provenance Verifier
The PV may be any party trusted by the server. We

envision two common use cases.
First, the PV may simply be the web server itself, or a

PV run by its domain at a known location (pv.xyz.com).
The first time a client contacts a domain, it obtains
a PC from the PV prior to initiating the application-
level request to the server; thereafter, it can contact
the server directly. Thus, the first connection takes two
RTTs (as in TCP), and subsequent connections require
a single RTT. This will be highly e�ective for domains
that attract the same user frequently, such as popular
web sites or content distribution networks.

Second, trusted third parties could run a PV service.
The advantage is that a client can avoid paying an RTT
delay for each new server or domain. The disadvantage
is that servers need to trust a third party. But this is
not unprecedented: certificate authorities and the root
DNS servers are examples in today’s Internet.

The above two solutions, and multiple di�erent trusted
third parties, can exist in parallel. If the client uses a
PV the server does not trust, it can fall back to a 3WH
and handshake with an appropriate PV for future re-
quests.

4.2.2 Obtaining a Provenance Certificate
The protocol by which a client obtains a PC is shown

in Figure 4. Before the process begins, the client and PV
have each generated a public/private key pair (Kc

pub/K
c
priv

andKpv
pub/K

pv
priv respectively) using a cryptosystem such

as RSA. The client then sends a request to the PV of
the form

{Kc
pub, dc}

where dc is the duration for which the client requests
that the PC be valid. The PV replies with the PC:

PC = {Kc
pub, ac, t, d}Kpv

priv
.

Here ac is the source address of the client, t is the time

Figure 4: Sending a request in Lifesaver: acquiring the

Provenance and Request Certificates and using them to es-

tablish a connection.

when the PC becomes valid, and d is the length of time
the PC will remain valid. The PV sets t to be the
current time, and sets d to the minimum of dc and the
PV’s internal maximum time, perhaps 1 day (see further
discussion in §4.4).

The obvious implementation of the above exchange
would use TCP, thus proving provenance via TCP’s
3WH. In our implementation, however, each message
is a single UDP message. This is su⇤cient to verify
provenance (§4.1.2) because while it doesn’t prove to
the PV that the client can receive messages at ac, the
client can only use the PC if it is able to receive it at ac.
The advantage of this design over TCP is that the PV
implementation is entirely stateless and, thus, is itself
less vulnerable to DoS attacks and more e⇤cient.

4.2.3 Sending a request
Once the client has a current PC for its present loca-

tion, it can contact a server using the Lifesaver protocol
and include the PC in its request in order to bypass the
3WH.

To do this, the client begins by constructing a re-
quest certificate (RC) encrypted with its private key:

RC = {hash(mnet,mtrans, data), treq}Kc
priv

.

Here hash is a secure hash function,mnet is the network-
layer metadata (source and destination IP address, pro-
tocol number), mtrans is the transport-layer metadata
for the connection (source and destination port, initial
sequence number), treq is the time the client sent the
request, and data is the application-level data (such as
an HTTP request). The RC makes it more di⇤cult for
adversaries to replay a connection request.

The client then opens a transport connection to the
server with a message of the form:

mnet,mtrans, PC,RC, data.

5

SDN
controller

app app

VeriFlow

Logically centralized
controller

Thin, standard interface
to data plane
(e.g. OpenFlow)

VeriFlow: Verifying Network-Wide 
Invariants in Real Time

Khurshid, Zou, Zhou, Caesar, Godfrey
HotSDN’12 best paper, NSDI’13



Verifying invariants quickly

Overview: 
1. Limit the search space  

2. Represent forwarding behaviors using graphs 

3. Run Light-weight graph-based algorithm to check 

Veriflow

Generate 
Forwarding

Graphs

Generate 
Equivalence 

Classes
Run QueriesUpdates



Veriflow

Verifying invariants quickly

Generate 
Forwarding

Graphs

Generate 
Equivalence

Classes
Run QueriesUpdates

Good rules Bad rules

Diagnosis report

• Type of invariant 
violation

• Affected set of packets



Forwarding Graphs

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

A B

C

D

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if tcp dst != 80 drop
if tcp dst != 80 drop

if tcp dst != 80 drop

ip dst [0, 167772671],  tcp dst [0, 65535] 
ip dst [167772672, 167772927],  tcp dst [80, 80] 
ip dst [167772928, 4294967295],  tcp dst [0, 65535] 
ip dst [167772672, 167772927],  tcp dst [0, 79] 
ip dst [167772672, 167772927],  tcp dst [81, 65535]



Forwarding Graphs

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

A B

C

D

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if ip dst in 10.0.2.0/24

if tcp dst == 80 drop
if tcp dst != 80 drop

if tcp dst != 80 drop

ip dst [0, 167772671],  tcp dst [0, 65535] 
ip dst [167772672, 167772927],  tcp dst [80, 80] 
ip dst [167772928, 4294967295],  tcp dst [0, 65535] 
ip dst [167772672, 167772927],  tcp dst [0, 79] 
ip dst [167772672, 167772927],  tcp dst [81, 65535]



Intent API

What intents can you check? 
• Anything within data plane state (forwarding rules)... 
• ...that can be verified incrementally  

Veriflow’s API enables custom query algorithms 
• Full access to forwarding graph 
• For incremental verification: Gives access to the “diff”: forwarding 

subgraph affected by an update from the SDN controller 
• Verification becomes a standard graph traversal algorithm



Evaluation

Simulated network 
• Real-world BGP routing tables (RIBs) from RouteViews totaling 5 

million RIB entries 
• Injected into 172-router network (Ebone ISP) 

Measure time to process each forwarding change 
• 90,000 updates from RouteViews 
• Check for loops and black holes

RouteViews: Project to gather routing tables on the Internet



Microbenchmark latency 

97.8% of updates verified within 1 ms



CONFIGURATION 
ANALYSIS



Landscape of approaches
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Emulating Production Networks

Image Reproduced from the authors’ SOSP ’17 paper

CrystalNet: Faithfully Emulating Large Production Networks 
Liu, Zhu, Padhye, Cao, Tallapragada, 

Lopes, Rybalchenko, Lu, Yuan SOSP’17
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Challenges and Approach

Challenges in faithfully deriving the data plane 
• Accurately model low-level configuration directives 
• Provide high-level understanding of errors to operators 

Approach: High-fidelity declarative model of control plane 
• Set of relations that expresses the network’s control plane 

computation 
• Provides queryability and provenance for free

A general approach to network configuration analysis 
Fogel, Fung, Pedrosa, Walraed-Sullivan, Govindan, Mahajan, Millstein NSDI 2015

Slides in this section 
thanks to the Batfish team



Batfish

Available at http://www.batfish.org 

Has found real bugs in real networks 

4 stages: 
• Control plane generator 
• Data plane generator 
• Safety analyzer 
• Provenance tracker

http://www.batfish.org/


n1
n2

n3

n4N

Fact about topology 
LanNeighbors( 
 node1:n3 
 interface1:int3_1, 
 node2:n1, 
 interface2:int1_3).

Stage 1: Extract control plane model

Fact about OSPF 
interface costs 
OspfCost( 
 node:n3, 
 interface:int3_1, 
 cost:1).

//----------Configuration of n3---------- 
1 ospf interface int3_1 metric 1 
2 ospf interface int3_2 metric 1 
3 ospf interface int3_4 metric 1 

4 static route 10.0.0.0/24 drop 
5 ospf redistribute static metric 10 

6 bgp neighbor p1 AS P Accept ALL



OspfExport( 
 node=n2, 
 network=10.0.0.0/24, 
 cost=10, 
 type=ospfE2).

Fib( 
 node=n1, 
 network=10.0.0.0/24, 
 egressInterface=int1_2).

Stage 2: Compute data plane

InstalledRoute(route={ 
 node=n1, 
 network=10.0.0.0/24, 
 nextHop=n2 
 administrativeCost=110, 
 protocolCost=10, 
 protocol=ospfE2}).



Stage 3: Data plane analysis

Counterexample of 
multipath consistency 
{ 
 IngressNode=n1, 
 SrcIp=0.0.0.0, 
 DstIp=10.0.0.2, 
 IpProtocol=0 
}



Stage 4: Report Provenance

Counterexample packet traces 
FlowPathHistory( 
 flow={ node=n1, … ,dstIp=10.0.0.2 }, 
1st hop:[ n1:int1_2   →  n2:int2_1  ] 
2nd hop:[ n2:int2_10 →  n10:int10_2 ] 
fate=accepted). 
-------------------------------------------------------- 
FlowPathHistory( 
 flow={ node=n1, … ,dstIp=10.0.0.2 }, 
1st hop:[ n1:int1_3 → n3:int3_1 ] 
fate=nullRouted by n3).



New Consistency Properties

Multipath – disposition consistent on all paths

10.0.0.0/24

n1

n2

n3

n10



New Consistency Properties

Multipath – disposition consistent on all paths 

Failure – reachability unaffected by failure

n1

n2

n3

C

2.2.2.0/24 
3.3.3.0/24

N

2.2.2.0/24

c1

c2



New Consistency Properties

Multipath – disposition consistent on all paths 

Failure – reachability unaffected by failure 

Destination – at most one customer per delegated address

CA

N
ca1

CB
cb1

B
b1

10.0.1.0/24 
AS length=1

10.0.1.0/24 
AS length=2

n1



Implementation

Support multiple configuration languages 
• IOS, NX-OS, Juniper, Arista, … 

Broad feature support 
• Route redistribution, OSPF internal/external, BGP communities…  

Unified, vendor-neutral  intermediate representation



Evaluation

Two large university networks 

Net1 – 21 core routers 
• Federated network 
• Each department is own AS 
• Heavy use of BGP 

Net2 – 17 core routers 
• Centrally controlled 
• Heavy use of VLANs 
• Single AS 
• BGP communication only with ISPs

Net1 
Core

Net1 
ISP1

Net1 
Dept1

Net1 
ISPm

Net1 
Deptn

Net1

BGP BGP



Two large university networks 

Net1 – 21 core routers 
• Federated network 
• Each department is own AS 
• Heavy use of BGP 

Net2 – 17 core routers 
• Centrally controlled 
• Heavy use of VLANs 
• Single AS 
• BGP communication only with ISPs

Evaluation

Net2 
Core

Net2 
ISP1

Net2 
Dept1

Net2 
ISPm

Net2 
Deptn

Net2

IGP,VLAN IGP,VLAN



Invariant Total 
Violations

Violations 
Confirmed By 

Operators

Violations Fixed by 
Operators

Net1

Multipath 32(4) 32(4) 21(3)

Failure 16(7) 3(2) 0(0)

Destination 55(6) 55(6) 1(1)

Net2
Multipath 11(3) 11(3) 11(3)

Failure 77(26) 18(7) 0(0)

Results



Performance

Data plane generation Multipath 
consistency

Failure consistency

Net1 238 min 75 x (< 1.5 min) 199 x (~238 min)

Net2 37 min 17 x (< 1.5 min) 279 x (~37 min)



CONTROL 
PLANE 
DYNAMICS



Landscape of approaches
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device software

device software

device software

device software

device softwaredevice software

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols
protocols

The Control Plane System



device software

device software

device software

device software

device softwaredevice software

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols
protocols

The Control Plane System



device software

device software

device software

device software

device softwaredevice software

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols

protocols
protocols

The Control Plane System

! Failures and Failure Recovery

! Non-determinism (Races etc)

! External input (Other N/Ws)

! Turing Complete



Plankton: Verifying the Control Plane System

• Per - Equivalence Class modeling

• Control Plane + Environment         Program

• Explicit-state model checker to explore the network program

• Data plane verifier to evaluate predicates over the data plane states generated

• Specify temporal properties in the model checker over these predicates

Config

Policy Network Model

Model Checker

Protocol Model

Data plane 
verifier 

Verified/Counterexample

Predicting Network Futures 
With Plankton 

Kheradmand, Prabhu, Godfrey, 
Caesar, APNet 17



Optimization
Partial Order Reduction 
Eliminate paths of protocol 
convergence leading to the 
same final data plane.

Cone of Influence 
Consider only environment  
actions that may cause intent 
violation.

Per-EC modeling 
Reduced scope (Can’t check 
Packets A and B behave 
identically). Better scalability.



Some Numbers
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20 nodes 32 edges

45 nodes 108 edges

80 nodes 256 edges

125 nodes, 500 edges
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Worst Case Memory

• Data centers running BGP 

• Paths from A to B should pass through C



Comparison of Config Analysis
Challenge Simulation Emulation Verification

Catch vendor-specific 
issues

Proprietary 
protocols

Integrate with real 
devices

New devices/
configuration Hard Easy Hard

Resource 
Requirement ? ? ?

Explore all failures Relatively Slow Slow Fast

Nondeterminism

Control plane 
property verification

Provenance



SCALING 
NETWORK 
VERIFICATION



A little calculation…

# theoretical packets 
             = 2(#header bits) x #injection points 

= 2(18 byte ethernet + 20 byte IPv4) x 10,000 ports 
= 3.25 x 1095 possible packets

Estimated # atoms in 
observable universe

109510803.7x1015

Grams of salt 
In the Dead Sea



Protocols protocols everywhere….

TCPIPEthernet HTTP

Typical Internet Data Frame

Abstraction (What to model)

DL DST  - 48 bits 
IP DST  - 32 bits 
IP SRC  - 32 bits 
TP TYPE -  8 bits 
TP SRC  - 16 bits 
TP DST  - 16 bits



Image: Juniper Networks

Protocols protocols everywhere….

VXLAN - Commonly used 
in datacenters

DL DST  - 48 bits x 2 
IP DST  - 32 bits x 2 
IP SRC  - 32 bits x 2 
TP TYPE -  8 bits  
TP SRC  - 16 bits x 2 
TP DST  - 16 bits x 2 
VXLAN   - 24 bits

Analogous to  
state explosion 

Equivalence Classes!



Choice of data structures

How can an packet 
equivalence classes be stored 
and manipulated compactly?



Choice of Data Structures - Ranges

IP DST 232 - 10



Choice of Data Structures - Ranges

IP DST 232 - 10

232 - 1

IP SRC



Choice of Data Structures - Ranges

IP DST 232 - 10

232 - 1

IP SRC

TP DST

216 - 1



Choice of Data Structures - Bit Vectors

Rule 1: 10110***
EC 3: 0******* U            

     11****** U 
     1010****….

Set Difference is Expensive! So don’t evaluate

Rule 1: 10110***

Rule 2: 10000***

EC 1: 10110*** 

EC 2: 10000*** 

EC 3: ******** \            
  (10110*** U 

     10000***)

EC 1: 10110*** 

EC 2: 10000*** 

Rule 2: 10000***

Header Space Analysis: 

Static Checking for Networks 

Kazemian, Varghese and 
McKeown 
NSDI 2012

Checking Beliefs in Dynamic 

Networks 

Lopes, Bjørner, 
Godefroid, Jayaraman and 

Varghese  

NSDI 2015



Choice of Data Structures - DDNFs

1*111

10111

*****

*0***

***** - {1*111, *0***}

*0*** - 101111*111 - 10111

10111

ddNF: An Efficient Data Structure for 

Header Spaces 

Bjorner, Juniwal, Seshia, Varghese, 

Mahajan 

HVC 2016



Choice of Data Structures - BDDs

1

2 2

3 33 3

T T F T TF F F



Choice of Data Structures - BDDs

1

2 2

3

T

Designed to mitigate the 
state explosion problem in 
model checking

Allows modeling packet 
modification etc

High overhead per bit. But 
useful for relatively large 
and diverse networks.



Divide and Conquer

Verification as Map-Reduce

Figures Reproduced from the authors’ NSDI 14 Paper

Libra: Divide and Conquer to Verify 
Forwarding Tables in Huge Networks 

Zeng, Zhang, Ye, Jeyakumar, Ju, Liu, 
McKeown, Vahadat NSDI 2014



THE 
RESEARCH 
LANDSCAPE



Taxonomy: Abstractions of the Network

The process of proving whether an 
abstraction of the network satisfies 

intended network-wide intents.

Configuration

Control software

Data plane state

Packet processing

Configuration verification

Controller verification & verifiable control languages

Data plane verification

Software switch verification, Formal P4 semantics



Data plane verification

Static 
• On static reachability in IP networks [Xie, Zhan, Maltz, Zhang, 

Greenberg, Hjalmtysson, Rexford, INFOCOM ’05] 
- Computed reachable sets with IP forwarding rules 

• FlowChecker [Al-Shaer, Al-Haj, SafeConfig ’10] 

• Anteater [Mai, Khurshid, Agarwal, Caesar, G., King, SIGCOMM’11] 
• Header Space Analysis [Kazemian, Varghese, and McKeown, NSDI ’12] 

• Network-Optimized Datalog (NoD) [Lopes, Bjørner, Godefroid, 

Jayaraman, Varghese, NSDI 2015] 

Real time (incremental) 
• VeriFlow [Khurshid, Zou, Zhou, Caesar, G., HotSDN’12, NSDI’13] 
• NetPlumber [Kazemian, Chang, Zeng, Varghese, McKeown, Whyte, NSDI ’13] 

• CCG [Zhou, Jin, Croft, Caesar, G., NSDI’15] 

• DeltaNet [Horn, Kheradmand, Prasad] NSDI’17]

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



Data plane verification (cont’d)

Optimizations 
• Libra: Divide and Conquer to Verify Forwarding Tables 

in Huge Networks [Zeng, Zhang, Ye, Google, Jeyakumar, Ju, Liu, McKeown, 

Vahdat, NSDI’14] 
• Atomic Predicates [Yang, Lam, ToN’16] 
• ddNF [Bjorner, Juniwal, Mahajan, Seshia, Varghese, HVC’16] 

Richer data plane models 
• SymNet [Stoenescu, Popovici, Negreanu, Raiciu, SIGCOMM’16] 
• Mutable datapaths [Panda, Lahav, Argyraki, Sagiv, Shenker, NSDI’17]

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



Control software verification

Verifiable controllers  & control languages 
• NICE [Canini, Venzano, Perešíni, Kostić, Rexford, NSDI’12] 
• NetKAT [Anderson, Foster, Guha, Jeannin, Kozen, Schlesinger, Walker, POPL’14] 
• Kinetic: Verifiable Dynamic Network Control [Kim, Gupta, 

Shahbaz, Reich, Feamster, Clark, NSDI’15]

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



Configuration verification

Configuration verification 
• RCC (Detecting BGP config faults w/static analysis) 

[Feamster & Balakrishnan, USENIX ’05] 
• ConfigAssure [Narain et al, ’08] 
• ConfigChecker [Al-Shaer, Marrero, El-Atawy, ICNP ‘09] 

• Batfish [Fogel, Fung, Pedrosa, Walraed-Sullivan, Govindan, Mahajan, Millstein, 

NSDI’15] 
• Bagpipe [Weitz, Woos, Torlak, Ernst, Krishnamurthy, Tatlock, NetPL’16 & 

OOPSLA’16] 

• ARC [Gember-Jacobson, Viswanathan, Akella, Mahajan SIGCOMM’16] 

• ERA [Fayaz, Sharma, Fogel, Mahajan, Millstein, Sekar, Varghese, OSDI’16]  

• Minesweeper [Beckett, Gupta, Mahajan, Walker SIGCOMM’17] 

• Plankton [Prabhu, Kheradmand, Godfrey, Caesar APNet’17] 

• CrystalNet [Liu, Zhu, Padhye, Cao, Tallapragada, Lopes, Rybalchenko, Lu, Yuan 

SOSP’17]

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



Packet processing verification

Verification of data plane software and data plane 
languages 

• Software Dataplane Verification [Dobrescu, Argyraki, NSDI’14] 

• Executable Formal Semantic of P4 and Applications 
[Kheradmand, Rosu, P4 Workshop’17] 

• A Formally Verified NAT [Zaostrovnykh, Pirelli, Pedrosa, Argyraki, 

Candea, SIGCOMM’17]

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



Packet processing verification

Click Modular 
Router 

Bounded Execution

Crash Freedom

Symbolic Execution

Modular 
Decomposition

Properties Techniques

Software Dataplane Verificaiton Dobrescu and  Argyraki NSDI 2014 Best Paper!

Security - Filtering

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



P4: Data plane programmability

Programmable  
Data Plane

• Support for new protocols 
• Customize packet parsing, 

actions etc

P414 abstract switch model

Configuration

Control 
software

Data plane 
state

Packet 
processing



NETWORK 
VERIFICATION 
IN THE REAL 
WORLD



Industry efforts

Multiple startups pursuing general-purpose network 
verification for enterprises 

Special purpose efforts 
• Microsoft, Google: Verification of internal infrastructure 
• Amazon: Verification of virtual network access controls 

Gartner grouping verification in “intent-based networking” 
category

What have we learned?



1. The Need is Real



1. The Need is Real

Disaster Recovery 
Data Center

Dallas Office

New York Office
Salesforce

AWS
WAN

Service	Provider

Backbone

Data Center



Source:
haneke.net

http://haneke.net


1. The Need is Real

Network 
Complexity Change Manual 

Processes
59% say growth in 

complexity has led to 
more frequent outages 

[Dimensional 
Research]

22,000 changes/mo. at 
DISA [S. Zabel, 2016]

69% use manual checks 
(most common 

technique) 
[Dimensional Research]



2. How is it actually useful?

Network 
Segmentation

Availability & 
Resilience

Continuous 
Compliance

Incident 
Response



3. Extracting the abstraction: not easy

Software verification Data plane verification

#include <stdio.h> 

int main(int argc, char** argv) { 

    if (argv >= 2) { 

        printf(“Hello world, %s!”, 

            argv[1]); 

    } 
    return 0; 
}

• No universal API to extract state 
(LCD: SSH + CLI “show” commands”) 

• No formal spec of how that state 
relates to functionality 

• Vendor-specific behaviors

• Given program as input 
• Assume formal specification of 

programming language



3. Extracting the abstraction: not easy

Data plane verification

• No universal API to extract state 
(LCD: SSH + CLI “show” commands”) 

• No formal spec of how that state 
relates to functionality 

• Vendor-specific behaviors

6 © 2014 Broadcom Corporation.  All rights reserved.  

OF-DPA 1.0 ABSTRACT SWITCH 

� Full-Feature L2 Bridging and L3 Routing 
� L2 VLAN assignment and filtering, multicast, DLF, broadcast 
� L3 unicast, multicast, ECMP 

� VXLAN Gateway 
� Isolated tenant forwarding domain 

� Wide-Match Policy ACL Actions 
� Redirect, drop, classify, mark, etc. 
� L2 header rewrite 

� Source Learning Vendor Extension 

VLAN 
Flow 
Table

Termination 
MAC Flow 

Table

Apply Actions
-  push/pop
-  edits
-  output

Action 
set

ACL 
Policy 
Flow 
Table

Bridging 
Flow 
Table

Unicast 
Routing 

Flow 
Table

Group Table Entries

L2 Flood

L3 Multicast 

L2 Multicast

L3 ECMP 

L2 Interface

L3 Interface
L3 Unicast

Multicast 
Routing 

Flow 
Table

Ingress 
Port 
Flow 
Table

Physical 
Port Physical 

Port

MAC 
Learning 

Flow 
Table

Synchronized

Broadcom’s OF-DPA 1.0 Abstract Switch  
https://www.ietf.org/proceedings/90/slides/slides-90-sdnrg-3.pdf

• Some hope: Vendor-specific APIs, 
OpenConfig



4. Model / Verifier separation works

this section is to demonstrate a practical means for a
server to verify source provenance similar to the 3WH’s
guarantee, yet without introducing an RTT delay.

4.2 Verifying provenance without a handshake
Lifesaver leverages cryptographic proof to verify the

provenance of client requests without requiring an RTT
delay on every connection. First, the client handshakes
with a provenance verifier (PV) to obtain a prove-
nance certificate (PC). The PC corresponds to cryp-
tographic proof that the PV recently verified that the
client was reachable at a certain IP address. After ob-
taining this certificate once, the client can use it for
multiple requests to place cryptographic proof of prove-
nance in the request packet sent to servers, in a way
that avoids replay attacks.

4.2.1 Choosing a Provenance Verifier
The PV may be any party trusted by the server. We

envision two common use cases.
First, the PV may simply be the web server itself, or a

PV run by its domain at a known location (pv.xyz.com).
The first time a client contacts a domain, it obtains
a PC from the PV prior to initiating the application-
level request to the server; thereafter, it can contact
the server directly. Thus, the first connection takes two
RTTs (as in TCP), and subsequent connections require
a single RTT. This will be highly e�ective for domains
that attract the same user frequently, such as popular
web sites or content distribution networks.

Second, trusted third parties could run a PV service.
The advantage is that a client can avoid paying an RTT
delay for each new server or domain. The disadvantage
is that servers need to trust a third party. But this is
not unprecedented: certificate authorities and the root
DNS servers are examples in today’s Internet.

The above two solutions, and multiple di�erent trusted
third parties, can exist in parallel. If the client uses a
PV the server does not trust, it can fall back to a 3WH
and handshake with an appropriate PV for future re-
quests.

4.2.2 Obtaining a Provenance Certificate
The protocol by which a client obtains a PC is shown

in Figure 4. Before the process begins, the client and PV
have each generated a public/private key pair (Kc

pub/K
c
priv

andKpv
pub/K

pv
priv respectively) using a cryptosystem such

as RSA. The client then sends a request to the PV of
the form

{Kc
pub, dc}

where dc is the duration for which the client requests
that the PC be valid. The PV replies with the PC:

PC = {Kc
pub, ac, t, d}Kpv

priv
.

Here ac is the source address of the client, t is the time

Figure 4: Sending a request in Lifesaver: acquiring the

Provenance and Request Certificates and using them to es-

tablish a connection.

when the PC becomes valid, and d is the length of time
the PC will remain valid. The PV sets t to be the
current time, and sets d to the minimum of dc and the
PV’s internal maximum time, perhaps 1 day (see further
discussion in §4.4).

The obvious implementation of the above exchange
would use TCP, thus proving provenance via TCP’s
3WH. In our implementation, however, each message
is a single UDP message. This is su⇤cient to verify
provenance (§4.1.2) because while it doesn’t prove to
the PV that the client can receive messages at ac, the
client can only use the PC if it is able to receive it at ac.
The advantage of this design over TCP is that the PV
implementation is entirely stateless and, thus, is itself
less vulnerable to DoS attacks and more e⇤cient.

4.2.3 Sending a request
Once the client has a current PC for its present loca-

tion, it can contact a server using the Lifesaver protocol
and include the PC in its request in order to bypass the
3WH.

To do this, the client begins by constructing a re-
quest certificate (RC) encrypted with its private key:

RC = {hash(mnet,mtrans, data), treq}Kc
priv

.

Here hash is a secure hash function,mnet is the network-
layer metadata (source and destination IP address, pro-
tocol number), mtrans is the transport-layer metadata
for the connection (source and destination port, initial
sequence number), treq is the time the client sent the
request, and data is the application-level data (such as
an HTTP request). The RC makes it more di⇤cult for
adversaries to replay a connection request.

The client then opens a transport connection to the
server with a message of the form:

mnet,mtrans, PC,RC, data.
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4. Model / Verifier separation works

this section is to demonstrate a practical means for a
server to verify source provenance similar to the 3WH’s
guarantee, yet without introducing an RTT delay.

4.2 Verifying provenance without a handshake
Lifesaver leverages cryptographic proof to verify the

provenance of client requests without requiring an RTT
delay on every connection. First, the client handshakes
with a provenance verifier (PV) to obtain a prove-
nance certificate (PC). The PC corresponds to cryp-
tographic proof that the PV recently verified that the
client was reachable at a certain IP address. After ob-
taining this certificate once, the client can use it for
multiple requests to place cryptographic proof of prove-
nance in the request packet sent to servers, in a way
that avoids replay attacks.

4.2.1 Choosing a Provenance Verifier
The PV may be any party trusted by the server. We

envision two common use cases.
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PV run by its domain at a known location (pv.xyz.com).
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and handshake with an appropriate PV for future re-
quests.

4.2.2 Obtaining a Provenance Certificate
The protocol by which a client obtains a PC is shown

in Figure 4. Before the process begins, the client and PV
have each generated a public/private key pair (Kc

pub/K
c
priv

andKpv
pub/K

pv
priv respectively) using a cryptosystem such

as RSA. The client then sends a request to the PV of
the form

{Kc
pub, dc}

where dc is the duration for which the client requests
that the PC be valid. The PV replies with the PC:

PC = {Kc
pub, ac, t, d}Kpv

priv
.

Here ac is the source address of the client, t is the time

Figure 4: Sending a request in Lifesaver: acquiring the

Provenance and Request Certificates and using them to es-

tablish a connection.

when the PC becomes valid, and d is the length of time
the PC will remain valid. The PV sets t to be the
current time, and sets d to the minimum of dc and the
PV’s internal maximum time, perhaps 1 day (see further
discussion in §4.4).

The obvious implementation of the above exchange
would use TCP, thus proving provenance via TCP’s
3WH. In our implementation, however, each message
is a single UDP message. This is su⇤cient to verify
provenance (§4.1.2) because while it doesn’t prove to
the PV that the client can receive messages at ac, the
client can only use the PC if it is able to receive it at ac.
The advantage of this design over TCP is that the PV
implementation is entirely stateless and, thus, is itself
less vulnerable to DoS attacks and more e⇤cient.

4.2.3 Sending a request
Once the client has a current PC for its present loca-

tion, it can contact a server using the Lifesaver protocol
and include the PC in its request in order to bypass the
3WH.

To do this, the client begins by constructing a re-
quest certificate (RC) encrypted with its private key:

RC = {hash(mnet,mtrans, data), treq}Kc
priv

.

Here hash is a secure hash function,mnet is the network-
layer metadata (source and destination IP address, pro-
tocol number), mtrans is the transport-layer metadata
for the connection (source and destination port, initial
sequence number), treq is the time the client sent the
request, and data is the application-level data (such as
an HTTP request). The RC makes it more di⇤cult for
adversaries to replay a connection request.

The client then opens a transport connection to the
server with a message of the form:

mnet,mtrans, PC,RC, data.
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4. Model / Verifier separation works

Automatically fix correctness violations

Automatically generate changes from 
spec

Optimize unoptimized SDN data planes 
(automatic fault tolerance etc)

SDN Assertion Library
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Network as individual 
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config knobs

Need: Network as 
one system with 

end-to-end intent
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